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Abstract 

The performance cd a forward heavy quark experiment at the collider can be estimated 

in a very realistic wayI by simply carrying an existing fixed target ~peclromeler ( E687) 
to the Tevatron Collider, changing only the beam/target configuration while keeping 
all reconstruction cuta identical to those used in reconstructing real charmed particles 
collected during the last Sxed target run. Based on the golden - and typical decay mode 
D + A’sn, it is found that the overall charm acceptance x efficiency is a 3%, thg S-body 

B decay B - Dna being about 3%. Such an experiment compares very favorably to 
E-831 and har real potential to study in great detail doubly suppressed Cabbibb decays 
and to observe Do - do mixing. In addition, this exercise allows us to perform a rough 
but ef%ceetive reality check on similar deign ( e.g. COBEX). 

1. MOTNATION AND METHOD 

Two large central detectors at the Tevalron collider are currently in operation. While 
they clearly have been designed to study large mass objects (eleclroweak bosoo, top quark), 
they have significantly contributed lo our knowledge of B physics. This success has been 
anticipated, ~9 numerous proposals lo build a dedicated Heavy Quark collider detector have 
been written in the last 5 years’. 

While these proposals are mainly addressing B physics and CP violation in particular, 
little attention has been paid to the Charm sector, where interesting physics remains to 
be done, such as an in depth study of doubly Cabbibo suppressed decays and 00 - b0 
mixing. Ultimately, CP violation will also have to be studied in Charm, lo strengthen our 
understanding of this peculiar phenomena. Currently, the global assumption is that Charm 
Physics should be done at fixed target energies, where multiplicities xc small and rates are 
acceptable, and B physics should probably be done more productively al the collider. But, 
M current generation fixed target spectrometers must be upgraded lo lake more rate and 
a a very fast trigger is still hard lo achieve, it might make sense lo consider the Tevalron 
aa a Charm factory, where the~charm lo non-Charm c106s section ratio is expected lo be 
much higher lhan at Fixed Target. At the Tevatron, Charm is produced mainly via gluon- 
gluon interaction, and, without P, cuts, should probably be considered as a non-perturbalive 
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phenomena, where QCD-based models become somewhat unreliable. Let us Simply state 
that PYTHIA predicts a total Charm cross section of about 3.4 mbarns, In other words, 
the probability to emit B c - E pair through soft (PC 5 4.0 CeV/c) gluon emission is about 
7 % per event. In any event, this probab ility is higher at the collider than at a fired target 
photoproduction experiment, such as E681, where only I to 1.5 % of the hadronic events 
contain Charm. 

As a f3 to 4 unit of rapidity coverage is rather costly to achieve at the collider, our 
community is currently debating which kinematic region to cover ( or start covering !). In 
order to establish reality checks on acceptance calculations, Joel Butler proposed a g&&n 
ezperimenl: by simply carrying the known EG87 spectrometer2 to the collider, one can do a 
realistic calculation of what the sensitivity for Charm ( and possibly Beauty) at the collider 
would be. Rather than generating a top-down design for a. new experiment, the idea here 
is to use existing knowledge a Monte-Carlo benchmarked against existing data. The event 
generator will be modified to take into account obvious change in kinematics and keeping 
the experimental Monte-Carlo (with the exception of the target region), data reconstruction 
and final analysis cuts (IS in E687. Once the acceptance and eficiency issues are understood, 
assuming realistic cross section estimates and achievable luminosities, one can compare tire 
relative merits of a next generation fixed target and Collider heavy quark experiment. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTION OF THE E687 MONTE-CARLO 

A somewhat complete simulation of the E687 spectrometer has been implemented 
using the GEANT3 package. While Calorimetry tuning has been done using GEANT3, a 
more Eexible Monte-Carlo featuring fast and robust charged particle tracking has been writ- 
ten and is referred to M ROGUE. Within ROGUE, the default event generator is currently 
based on the LIJND/PYTHIA’ package. Photoproduction ag well as badroproduction can 
be studied using this package, using the sane underlying hypothesis on parton dynamics 
namely perturbative QCD. 

Default PYTHIA parameters were used, no P, or 7 biases were applied. In order to 
reduce possible systematic uncertainties in the simulation, a few modifications had to be 
made to the interface between LUND/PYTHlA and ROGUE: 

The primary photon generator has been turned off, the PYTHIA beam and energy set 
for the current Tevatron collider ( P - p, 1.8 TeV). Th e overall efficiency of t,be recoil 
electron shower counter trigger (RESH) in the last E687 run was around 50 %, it is 
assumed that at the collider a minimum biased trigger can do better thar. that... 

As ROGUE is responsible for decaying the Charmed or B particles, PYTHIA has been 
instructed to keep unstable particles alive. As ROGUE is set to decay only a single 
c - E or b - b pair, other ‘spectator’ heavy quarks produced in a jet were ignored. 
Events containing particles that ROGUE h as no knowledge of such as on mass shell 
electroweak bosom were rejected. Since these multiple heavy quark events or high P, 
phenomena are characterised by small cross sections this cut does not affect the answer. 
( Typically, less than 1% of the events were rejected). 

Charged Multiplicity limit : The E687 Monte-Carlo and reconstruction programs have 
evidently been tuned for the multiplicity encountered in typical fixed target experiments. 
It is believed that ROGUE/PASS1 can handle multiplicities around 30 with ‘decent’ 
efficiency. The multiplicity is expected to he somewhat higher at the collider. In order 

to speed up the program, this limit has been implemented in two phases: first, one 
selects ‘spectator’ particles in a cone of f250mrad around the Z axis ( one cone, as 
we are simulating a single arm spectrometer at the Collider), second, up to 30 of these 
particles e.re traced through the spectrometer. In addition, in order to take into account 
the loss of acceptance at high rapidity due to the beam pipe mechanical constraint, 
tracks must have an opening angle greater than 1 mrad. It has been verified at least 
for Charm that impdsing a limit of 30 charged tracks per event does not bias the 
**IllpIe. 

It has been assumed that the entire E687 spectrometer can be carried (IS is to the 
collider, with the exception of the Beryllium target. The extent of the beam crossing along 
the 2 direction is assumed to 4 em., as the geometrical acceptance of the Microstrip system 
has been tuned for a 4 cm Beryllium target. No provision for the beam pipes or other 
accelerator equipment has been made. Counter and chamber efficiencies, background noise 
in the PWC system are taken into account in the ROGUE simulation package and have not 
been modified in any fashion. Most important, the reconstruction and analysis cuts have 
not been touched. 

3. CRUDE GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE CONSIDERATIONS. 

At the Tevatron collider, Charmed particles are expected to be produced over roughly 
f3 units of rapidity, with an average transverse momentum of 1.7 GeV/c. Once again, as 
we are concerned with a forward geometry, single arm for now, one can start by making B 
cut on the polar angle, 8, of these tracks : 

0.001 < 8 < 0.25 

This cut corresponds to a window in pseudo rapidity of 7 > 2. Since production drops 
quickly beyond ‘) a 3, one has roughly one unit to 1.5 units of rapidity coverage for Charm, 
corresponding to a single D acceptance of roughly 29 %. Only a .few tracking elements 
of the E687 spectrometer do actually cover 250 mrad; this is therefore an upper limit to 
the acceptance. As two charmed particles are produced in the collision, the probability to 
observe one of them is twice that. Efficiencies quoted on table 1. correspond to accepting a 
single D decaying into a specific mode, the other D decaying without any particular bias. 

Because the production for B’s is slightly more central, and since the D meson pro. 
duced in B decays carries less momentum than the promptly produced D’s, the coverage 
for generic S-body B decay is expected to be smaller than for generic, prompt Charm. (See 
Table 1 and 2). The absolute systematic error on these acceptance numbers is of the order of 
f5%. These uncertainties are due to an incomplete determination of the E687 spectrometer 
geometry and production model characteristics. 

4. EFFICIENCY FOR S-BODY DECAY MODE OF THE D MESON 

Events with a D+ ( Charged conjugate assumed) were selected from a sample of 
prompt charm and, in a subsequent run, from B + anD+. In both caries, the D+ megon 
decays into K-s+*+. The other charmed ( or B) particle in the event wm traced in the 
Monte-Carlo, but no attempt to reconstruct the final state was made. 

All generated events containing a Charm pair were submitted to the trigger simulation 
and the PASS1 reconstruction. Tables 1 and 2 summarizes the effective acceptance, including 
reconstruction efficiencies, at various stages of the calculation, starting with the trigger. 
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The First Level Trigger (Master Gate) requires evidence for at least two charged particles 
in the spectrometer. This can occur in either of two ways: two or more particles in the 
inner part of the spectrometer as signified by at least two sets al hits in the 1X x V 
hodascope ( characterised by a rough angular aperture of 29 by 54 mrad.) , or only one 
track in the H x V hodoscope and one track in the outer hodoscope. (characterised by 
a maximum angular aperture of 130 by 135 mrad.) 

The Multiplicity trigger is the first component of the second level trigger and consists 
of requiring in addition to the Marter Gate two (Low Multiplicity) or three (High 
Multiplicity) confirming hits in the PO and Pl systems outside the pair region ( covering 
about a few mrad or less in the X direction). These chambers are located at 4 m. and 
^. .~..~ .“” 0.4 m. aownstream ot the mteractmn region and are approximately i6 cm by 1~1 cm. 

3. The Hadronic trigger is the second component of the second level trigger and consists of 
requiring roughly more than s 50 (Low) to zz 70 GeV (High) in the hadrometer covering 
roughly 30 mrad by 45 mrad. Because of the finite resolution of this hadrometer ( 
consisting of Iron plates and Iarocci gas counters). This cut is a bit fuzzy, the efficiency 
aa Iunction of incident hadranic energy has been measured and is shown in ref. z 

4. For events satisfying the first and second level triggers, the single charged tracking 
acceptance and reconstruction efficiency have been measured for the Kaon and pion 
from the D decay. 

5. In addition to trigger and track reconstruction, one has to require Cerenkov particle 
identification for the Kaon track. A loose criteria was chosen, as one simply requires 
that the particle be identified as ‘heavy’, (e. g., at least one Cerenkov cell off in the 
correct momentum range - in E687 jargon, ISTATP = 4, 7, 12). 

6. In addition to Kaon identification and reconstruction, one now requires that the two 
other prongs from the D decay are accepted and reconstructed in the Microstrip and 
PWC system. 

7. One now ignore the Monte-Carlo GOD’s block f m arm&ion and proceeds with the Charm 
selection code (in the E687 jargon, the EZDEE filter). In this analysis, one requires a 
good second vertex significantly detached from a gwd ‘primary’ vertex consisting of the 
D+ and at least one other charged track. The detachment criteria was L/!&r. z 7.0 At 
this point, for the real E687 spectrometer, the signal to noise ( a defined ils the height 
of peak at the D mass over the background) is about one to one. Thus, these D’s are 
considered useful for physics investigation leading to the final analysis. 

8. One now proceeds with the final analysis cuts. As the signal to noise requirement 
depends on the physics one has to do, these are negotiable. For the purpose of this 
study, let us limit ourself to the cuts used in a typical Dalitz analysis of D+ + ICCn+rr*. 
Using the following cuts, in the Fixed Target Photoproduction E687, it has been showed 
that the signal to noise is better than 15/l : 

l Target fiducial cuts in Z. 

l LIL,r. > 15.0 

. The confidence level associated to the ,$ of the vertex fit be greater than 0.05 

. I.501 cut at 0.01 ’ 

. IS02 cut at 0.0025 2 

While the collider implementation clearly takes an ori&nal loss due to geometrical 
acceptance, it is worth noting that the vertexing is not more difficult at the collider, despite 
of the fact that many tracks do have low momentum. This is partly because the charged 
track multiplicity at the primary vertex - ignoring the D tracks, which are inferred and not 
directly measured by the hlicrostrip detector - is only of the order of 1 in photoproduction, 
while it is more substantial at the collider, allowing for a better determination of the pr 
imary vertex location. The average L/UL are 29. for E687 and 32. at the co ilider. 

Note also that the mars resolution at the collider ia a bit worse at the collider. The 
mars resolution at the D for E687 is about 10 to 13 MeV/c’ for E687 and at the collider is of 
the order of 19 MeVfc’. This is due to the increase of the number of wide angle tracks at the 
collider. Such tracks have to be reconstructed at the edge of the acceptance, where magnetic 
corrections as well as multiple scattering effects are a bit tricky to handle. Most importantly, 
although the relative momentum resolution increases aa the track momentum increases ( due 
to larger magnetic deflections), the error an the opening angle at the decay or production 
vertex increases substantially, leading to an overall increaw of the error on the invariant 
mass. Fortunately. this degradation is small and manageable. Possible improvements could 
probably be achieved by working harder an magnetic field corrections. In addition, one 
will have to be more careful on the amount of material in such spectrometer, 89 multiple 
scattering degrades the overall spectrometer performance faster in a Collider setting than in 
the Fixed Target cage. 

A similar calculation can be done for a typical all-charged B decay, e.g., B- -+ 
D+a-n-; D+ -+ K-ff+*+. The abbreviated result is shown~ on Table 2 and demonstrates 
clearly that, as expected, the E687 spectrometer performs significantly better for Charm 
than for Beauty. As E687 has not yet shown a B signal corresponding to this decay mode, 
the final analysis cuts are uncertah?. The number on the last section of Table 2 refers to 
the D analysis cuts discussed above, and corresponds to the D acceptance, not the full B 
final state. Assuming that the efficiency on the B vertex selection is 100 %, one can deduce 
an acceptance of 0.6 % for B at the collider, while the corresponding number for Charm at 
the collider is 3.1 90. 

5. BACKGROUND STUDIES 

In addition to luminosity and acceptance issues, a crucial factor is obviously the signal 
to noise. While the background in the F.T. photoproduction case has been clearly identified 
and measured accurately, the background level at the collider is a bit speculative. In the 
following study, one has assumed that the individual performance of each system ( PWC, 
Microstrip, Cerenkav counters.. ) 
target laboratory. 

is aa good at the collider ag it currently is at the fixed 

‘Isolation cut type l refers to the probability that one of the daughter track from the D points back to 
the primary 

%olation cut type 2 refers to the probability that a spectator .,I a primary track points bar!, to the D 
vertex 

B’s 
JAemming that the gluon-fusion model prediction is COIIC~, during the last fixed target run, about 13,000 
were produced, 2.5 decaying into this particular mode. Taking into account the acceptance, the chance 

of observing one event in this decay mode i. dim ! 
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Table 1. Comparison of Acceptance and Reconstruction Eficiency for Charm 

Acceptance stage Act. (%) Photoproduction, Fixed Target P - P, Collider 
Crude Kinematics 
D* within 250 mrad. 99. 29. 
Triggering 
Master Gate 86., 13. 
Multiplicity (Low) 64.5 57. 
Multiplicity (High) 61. 53.4 
Hadronic, Low threshold 94. 81.6 
Hadronic, High Threshold 
Level I- II Trigger 
PASS1 Reconstruction 
Kaon reconstructed 
Kaon rec. and identified 

89. 74. 
55. 46.4 

47. 13. 
40. 8. 

Km recon. and ident. 
Charm Analysis Cuts 
EZDEE Charm selection 
High Purity Vertex cuts 

29. 4.4 

17.2 & .05 3.1 f 2 
7.8 f .3 1.4 f .l 

Table 2. Comparison of Acceptance and Reconstruction Efficiency for Beauty. 

Acceptance stage Act. (%) Photoproduction, Fixed Target P - P, Collider 
PASS1 Reconstruction 
Kaon reconstructed 6. 15. 
Kaon rec. and identified 5.0 6.3 
Km recon. and ident. 3.3 2.4 
saKsa identif. recon., 1.9 0.9 
Charm AnalysiS Cuts 
EZDEE Charm selection 2.5 f .2 1.5f0.1 
Final Vertex cuts 1.3 f .1 0.64 f 0.08 

5.1 Fired Torgel, Photoproduction 

It has been shown that, for most if not all of the Charmed final states E687 has 
analysed, the dominant background is due to Charm itself, e.g. other topologies or final 
states contribute to the background under the fully reconstructed final state of interest’. If 
one considers carefully the background in a mass region where this Charmed background 
is minimum, but relevant. For golden decay mode of the D, this corresponds to a region 
characterised by iCr, 2 1.940 GeV. One can show that the next background source to deal 
with is due to hadranic reinteraction in the Beryllium target. This is after the events have 
been cleaned out of multiple incident photons. Typical signal to noise ratios ( measured at 
the peak of the Gaussian mass bump) R = d(N,i,..,))/d(M)/d(Na.crorounrl))/d(M) are about 
20 to 1 using th e high purity vertex cuts. 

5.2 Collider. 

At the collider, the widely believed presumption is that the charged multiplicity at the 
primary vertex is too high, masking the secondary decays. In fact, this higher multiplicity is 
a benefit, even with B rather modest ( by current collider standards) 1Zplane SVX detector. 
In order to show that this detector can handle collider backgrounds, two distinct Monte-Carlo 
runs have been analysed using the cuts described in the previous section. 

In the first run, one has considered c-E pairs, where charmed mesons are let free to 
decay following the dominant modes specified in the blue book. Using identical vertex cuts, 
the signal to noise is approximately 15 to 1, or better. Note that the cuts used have not been 
optimised for the collider. In the second run, 100,000 minimum bias events where Charmed 
or B particles have been removed were generated and subjected to the same analysis. Very 
few false secondary vertices were accepted in the signal region. Although more statistics is 
needed, probably along with cuts more appropriate to the collider kinematics, this calculation 
shows that minimum biased events at the collider are less of a problem than anticipated. 

Hadronic reinteractions in the target, or embedded pairs due to photon conversion are 
unique to the fixed target photoproduction experiment, and do not exist at the collider. Note 
that multiple interactions at the collider can easily be distinguished from secondary vertices, 
by either momentum balanced cuts ( assuming that we have a two arm spectrometer), or 
by requiring that the secondary vertices be transversely detached from the beam crossing 
region. Thus, it is anticipated that, using current ( or older!) technology, the background at 
the collider will be less of B problem than at fixed target. 

6. OUTLOOK 

About 6.6 millioo charm pairs have been produced at the E687 Beryllium target 
during the last fixed target run. Calling this B 10’ seconds year of running, this gives roughly 
a measured production rate of 1 JsecY out of which rz 1% decay into an all-charged final state 
that can be reconstructed, identified and triggered upon. If the charm cross section at the 
Tevatron collider is about one milibarn, at an achievable luminosity of lo”, the production 
rate is lO,OOO/sec. This study shows that, using the same spectrometer, the acceptance and 
efficiency a,t the collider is only a factor 5 smaller than the one at Fixed Target. In addition, 
the ratio of the Charm cross section to the total cross section is most likely higher at the 
collider than it is at fixed target. This means triggering is relatively easier at the collider. 
Finally, the background is expected to be as manageable - if not more at the collider than 
it is at fixed target, due lo the absence of target and favorable cross section ratios 
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Prior to consider a serious proposal for such a spectrometer a few closing remarks are 
appropriate: 

l The I%87 SVX detector design will of course not work at the collider, where nothing 
can be placed within at least 2mm of the beam during collision and a.t z Icm/ during 
shot setup and scraping. In addition, the luminous region covers at least 30 cm.. not ~I 
cm. But this problem has already been addressed in various proposals. 

l As one of the physics goal is charm mixing or doubly Cabbibo suppressed decays, 
whether it is at the collider or at fixed target, the dominant background for these 
processes is due to Cabbibo allowed decays. The only way to reduce this background 
is not to work on tracking or vertexing, but to strengthen the Cerenkov identification. 
This probably means Ring Imaging technology. Once again, recent progress has been 
achieved, albeit at a non negligible cost. This a130 will also reduce the length of the 
spectrometer and make the collider implementation easier. 

. As previously mentioned, multiple scattering and/or interactions of prompt particles in 
the spectrometer materials must be minimized. More R&D is probably required for the 
front end of such a spectrometer. 
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